1. **Knowledge Diplomacy** (Ryan, 1998)

U.S. INSISTENCE '86 URUGUAY ROUND

- WTO ESTABL.
- WIPO: FEDERAL / RESOURCE-RICH, PROF. COMMUNITIES w/ SAME WORLD VIEW.

2. **PATENTS**
- Patent: Public Component
- 6th C. B.C.
- 19th c. France: 1st time justified: Prop. of Mind - e.g. Natural Right 1/8th.

3. **Art. 5: No Mention of Property**
- Jefferson: 1795: Econ./Social Model

Pharm. = Greatest

Info. Tech. = Less Critical

4. **First Invention - Novelty - Utility** (1993) (1952)

Trade Secret: X + Trust

- NOT property: No Protec. Against Independent Discovery.
- Burden: Employer

Infring.: Injury Presumed

5. **Copyright**

1870 - U.S. Reciprocal Rights

6. **Business**

1976 - U.S. Reciprocal Rights

Info. Bane: Recos. Software

GATT - '86 US. INT ('81)

7. **TRIPS**

1991 - Based on 19th C. Treaties

WIPO: Trad. = I.P.

GATT: Trad. = Real Prop.

- TRIPS: Fundamental Changes.
94. **TREATIES**
100. **Berne**: Admin. by WIPO
    - Fair Practice (Use)

104. **TRIPS**: Paris (Patent) = Too Weak
106. **GATT** Strategy 1/10 WIPO
    - Link to Agriculture/Textiles

6. **WIPO**
126. 1974: UN System
    - Paris: Berne: 1983/86

128. **40%** - Support: Multinationals - Applications
    - Patent Clearinghouse: PCT

132. U.S. I.P. Industries: Turned Away From WIPO
134. No & Above Asst. Director

7. **TRIPS**
141. Initiated - Am. Multinationals
    - Unprecedented Industrialized Action
    - Extraordinary Demands on Court Reforms

143. Sovereignty = Ceded

8. **Communication Revolution**
162. NEI:
165. Lehman Report
167. - RAM Fixation
    - No First Sale
    - Fair Use: CTS = Econ. Harm (Selman)
      - P/L & Protected

176. Librarians = Access Providers 1/10 Archivists

9. **Knowledge Diplomacy**
199. **TRIPS**: Extends OR but of Fair Use Details, etc.

#2. Scientists Need Investment Incentives (!)
#2. Competitive Access
#2. TRIPS = "Diplomacy" [10% dictates by Multinationals]